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DATES FOR THE TERM 

 

11.2.22 Careers Day 

HALF TERM—Y5 swimming finishes and 

Y4 swimming begins. 

w/b 21.2.11 Parent Conferences. 

w/b 28.2.22 Y5 &Y6 parent meetings re. 

Challenge Week and Hautbois. 

18.3.22 Comic Relief—non uniform day 

 

Dates may change—check for updates! 

The children have been as busy a bees this week—they have been stars in our Spelling Bee! Well done to all those 

who took part and showed us their super spelling. We also had a visit from the school photographer and you should 

have received your individual slip with details of what to do next. If you would like to order your child’s photo then 

please follow the instructions on the slip.  Have a great weekend!                    - Jennie and Emma 

VALUES AWARDS 

Pink: Samiul - Excellence - for independently sounding out words and writing them . 

Zakwan - Excellence - for being the ‘champion of champions’ in the Spelling Bee. 

Green: Mysha– Teamwork—for working so well with her ‘talk partner’. 

Ahmad– Excellence - for working out subtraction problems independently. 

Blue: Affan - Teamwork—for working well with his ‘learning partner’ when learning 
about the Great Fire of London.  

Yusuf M - Excellence—for working fantastically with his ‘learning partner’ when 
learning about exchanging in maths.  

Orange: Reyah - Teamwork - for being a fantastic partner in Maths by explaining and 
guiding her partner to complete their work correctly. 

Afraz - Excellence - for being enthusiastic with his learning in History and sharing all 
of his knowledge on The Great Fire of London. 

Lilac: Kaisan- Excellence -  for improving his spellings and winning the class Spelling 
Bee.  

Qayla- Excellence—for showing brilliant understanding of why the Romans con-
quered Britain.  

Purple: Nusaibah - Excellence - for her amazing contributions during our carpet 
sessions in all subject areas. 

Ismail - Excellence - for his fantastic subordinating and coordinating sentences about 
life in the Roman Fort.  

Scarlet: Punam—Responsibility—for  lining up quietly, coming to the carpet and 
working independently. 

Nafiz - Excellence - for working hard in English and Maths and always using initiative. 

Crimson: Rayan - Excellence—for perfect spelling!  

Hamza - Teamwork and Excellence - for Maths work on 2-digit multiplication. 

Emerald: Dawud—Excellence—for consistently wonderful work, particularly in 
Maths. 

Anisha—Teamwork and Equality—for being an exceptional friend and classmate. 

Jade: Karima and Zaara – Excellence - for producing a persuasive speech using lots 
of emotive language.  

Turquoise: Ayaan - Excellence - for his fantastic descriptive writing.  

Tasrip -Responsibility - for trying his hardest to contribute more in class. 

Sapphire: Ibrahim - Responsibility—for participating and listening well. 

Sameeha - Responsibility—for growing in confidence to answer more questions. 

 

ATTENDANCE—WEEKLY WINNERS 

Phase 2 -    Orange 90%                         Phase 3— Crimson 98% 

EYFS— Red 96% 

COVID TESTING 

If anyone tests positive for COVID, they 

can end their isolation after five full 

days as long as they test negative on 

Day 5 and 6. If your child has COVID, 

please test them on those days and 

show evidence of the results to the 

school office before returning. Please 

check the website for more details. 

HOUSE POINTS 

Everest 

309 

Kilimanjaro 

311 

Snowdon 

307 

Ben Nevis 

304 


